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Vol. 25 is the report of the commissioner of education for 1880; v. 29, report for 1877.
In Holy Living, author Matthew Everhard explores the resolutions Jonathan Edwards wrote when he was just nineteen years old, revealing
how they are still beneficial to Christians today. Though not yet ordained, Edwards (1703-1758) wrote these short but powerful aphorisms to
guide his life, and now they offer spiritual guidance to a modern audience as well. Following a brief biography of Edwards, the book then
looks at each resolution under three main categories: (1) existential (considering the purpose of life); (2) ethical (considering the duty and
character of the Christian); and (3) eschatological (preparing for the brevity of life followed by death and eternity). Lay readers, pastors,
students, church elders, and study group members will find troves of timeless wisdom and guidance for how to live the Christian life. The
book is divided into five sections: An Introduction to the Life of Jonathan Edwards The Meaning and Purpose of Life How Should We Then
Live? The Brevity of Life and Eternal World to Come Why Did Jonathan Edwards Stop Using the Resolutions? It includes the following topics:
Edwardss Youth and Conversion to Christ The Early Pastoral Years The Writing of the Resolutions Faith and Assurance Peace Relationships
and Self-Control The Brevity of Life Heaven and Hell Between Antinomianism and Legalism Reflections of a More Mature Saint Resolutions
and the Gospel of Grace
Tea Sets and Tyranny offers a political history of politeness in early America, from its origins in the late seventeenth century to its remaking in
the age of the Revolution.
Wahrscheinlicher Grund des ungewöhnlichen Buch-Erfolges ist der revolutionäre Inhalt von "Theologie der Hoffnung". Moltmann propagiert
darin ein umstürzlerisches, gesellschaftsänderndes - wie er sagt: ursprüngliches - Christentum und offeriert damit Christen und Kirchen eine
Theologie, die zu aktiven, ja aggressiven Auseinandersetzungen mit der politischen Umwelt ermächtigt und anfeuert. Die Christen, so ruft
Moltmann seine Glaubensbrüder auf, sollen der Wirklichkeit nicht mehr "die Schleppe nachtragen, sondern die Fackel voran".
In recent years there has been a flowering of interest in the work of Jonathan Edwards. In the last decade this has been encouraged by the
publication of many previously unavailable manuscripts, in the Yale edition of Edwards' works. In the same period there has been some
interest in the New England theology inspired by Edwards' work, which dominated much of American theology in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries. However, the interest in New England Theology has been much less pronounced than that expressed in the work of
Edwards. This is strange given the influence of New England Theology and the ways in which the theologians of this movement developed
and expressed broadly Edwardsian themes. After Jonathan Edwards offers a reassessment of the New England Theology in light of the work
of Jonathan Edwards. Scholars who have made important contributions to our understanding of Edwards are brought together with scholars
of New England theology and early American history to produce a groundbreaking examination of the ways in which New England Theology
flourished, how themes in Edwards' thought were taken up and changed by representatives of the school, and its lasting influence on the
shape of American Christianity.
This major textbook is a newly researched historical study of Evangelical religion in its British cultural setting from its inception in the time of
John Wesley to charismatic renewal today. The Church of England, the Church of Scotland and the variety of Nonconformist denominations
and sects in England, Scotland and Wales are discussed, but the book concentrates on the broad patterns of change affecting all the
churches. It shows the great impact of the Evangelical movement on nineteenth-century Britain, accounts for its resurgence since the Second
World War and argues that developments in the ideas and attitudes of the movement were shaped most by changes in British culture. The
contemporary interest in the phenomenon of Fundamentalism, especially in the United States, makes the book especially timely.

In the broad context of Christianity as it developed over two millennia, and with special reference to the last three
centuries, this discussion finds that Evangelicalism has repeatedly offered a reduced and distorted understanding of the
faith. The evangelical outlook is much less scriptural than evangelicals generally assume. When it comes to appreciating
the order of creation, our calling to develop integral Christian thinking and living, the religious significance of culture, and
the coming of the kingdom, reductionist Evangelicalism struggles with its only rarely acknowledged deficiencies. As a
result, we have all too often ended up with a Christianity shorn of its cosmic scope and wide cultural implications, and
restricted to institutional church life and the cultivation of private spiritual experience. The consequences are frequently
enervating and corrosive. Without disregarding what is important in the past, evangelicals are here challenged to take the
Bible much more seriously, and thereby transcend the limitations of their habitual reductionism. Evangelicals are
encouraged to embrace an integral and full-orbed understanding of Christian discipleship that will equip the faithful to
address the deep and complex challenges of the twenty-first century.
Frankenstein oder Der moderne Prometheus Mary Shelley - Die Handlung wird durch eine Mischung aus Briefroman und
klassischer Ich-Erzählsituation vermittelt. Viktor Frankenstein erzählt dem Leiter einer Forschungsexpedition, zugleich
Eigner des Schiffes, das ihn in der Arktis rettet, seine Geschichte. Der Roman wird so zu einem Lehrstück, gibt
Frankenstein doch deutlich zu verstehen, dass seine Erzählung auch eine Warnung an den Zuhörer und damit auch die
Leser sein soll: Er warnt vor einer entgrenzten menschlichen Vernunft, die sich selbst zu Gott macht und sich anmaßt,
lebendige Materie zu schaffen. Die Figur des Viktor Frankenstein ähnelt damit sowohl dem 'literarischen' Faust als auch
dem Prometheus aus der griechischen Mythologie.
Exploring the inner motivations of one of America’s greatest religious thinkers, this book analyses the ways in which
Jonathan Edwards' intense personal piety and deep experience of divine sovereignty drove an introverted intellectual
along a course that would eventually develop into a mature and respected public intellectual. Throughout his life, the
tension between his innately contemplative nature and the active demands of public office was a constant source of
internal and public strife for Edwards. Approaching Jonathan Edwards offers a new theoretical approach to the study of
Edwards, with an emphasis on his writing activity as the key strategy in shaping his legacy. Tracing Edwards’ strategic
self-fashioning of his persona through the many conflicts in which he was engaged, the critical turning points in his life,
and his strategies for managing conflicts and crises, Carol Ball concludes that Edwards found his place as a superlative
contemplative apologist and theorist of experiential spirituality.
This book contains general histories of the thirteen British colonies in North America. Each colony is summarized
chronilogically, from date of inception to just before the American Revolution. The author ends the work with a summary
of the American Revolution and peace in 1782. Most of the content is focused on political and military history.
This book offers a broad-based study of Jonathan Edwards as a religious thinker. Much attention has been given to
Edwards in relation to his Puritan and Calvinist forebears. McClymond, however, examines Edwards in relation to his
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eighteenth-century intellectual context. In each of six chapters, he contextualizes and interprets some text or issue in
Edwards within the emergent post-Lockean, post-Newtonian culture of the English-speaking world of the 1700s. Among
the topics considered are spiritual perception, metaphysics, contemplation, ethics and morality, and apologetics.
Jonathan Edwards (1703-58) is considered one of the greatest theologians and philosophers of evangelicalism, who also
served as a pastor, missionary, and revival leader. By underscoring "Regeneration, Revival, and Creation" in Edwards's
thought, this volume uniquely captures the need to delve into Edwards's theological and philosophical rationale for the
revivals, alongside key questions concerning the historical context and Edwards's standing in his own tradition. This book
gathers the work of scholars working in the areas of historical, systematic, and analytic theology, church history,
psychology, and biology. It contains papers presented at the inaugural conference of the Jonathan Edwards Center at
Gateway Seminary (JEC West). Bringing together some of the leading authorities as well as up-and-coming Edwards
scholars working today, this collection advances the questions of regeneration, revival, and creation in fresh new ways.
With contributions from: Adriaan Neele, Douglas Sweeney, Chris Woznicki, Obbie Tyler Todd, Peter Jung, Michael
Haykin, Ryan J. Martin, Mark Rogers, Allen Yeh, Oliver Crisp, Walter Schultz, John Shouse, Rob Boss, Lisanne Winslow,
and Robert Caldwell.
Beyond Imagined Uniqueness: Nationalisms in Comparative Perspectives is a collection of essays from a variety of disciplines and theoretical
perspectives that explore the contentious issue of nationalism in historical and contemporary settings. They adopt an interdisciplinary
approach to the topic of nationalism and its permutations and modes of expression. The unspoken context of these essays is the trends
subsumed under the processes of globalization. Though the world may be becoming more integrated economically, these essays suggest
social, cultural, and political forces, historically rooted, keep the nation and national identity alive and well. The comparative perspectives
offered by the essays appear in two ways: one set is the explicit comparisons of nations made by several authors within their essays and
between the essays themselves when the authors focus on developments within a single nation. A second, and indeed more thoughtprovoking set of comparisons come from the way the essays address nationalism in disparate scholarly approaches that include visual
culture, history, sociology, and literature. Moreover, while traditional themes in the study of nationalism are not ignored, these essays expand
the discussion with case studies of nationalism in Turkey, Asia, and Eastern Europe. Even when nationalism is considered in those areas that
have been the central focus of nationalism studies (Western Europe and the USA), the authors bring unique voices to the conversation as in
the use of portraiture as a vehicle of nationalism in Cold War America or children’s literature shaping a Swedish American identity or in the
idea of a covenant as a source of Dutch nationalism or the role of minority languages in West European societies. Section One of this volume
contains essays that examine the terrain of the national imaginary through language, monuments, and visual culture. Several of the essays in
this traverse the cultural sites of representation and commemoration of the nation, looking carefully at the “politics of memory” in places,
material objects, and texts. Section Two provides more individual case studies of nations, though many of these essays engage significant
regional and international tensions especially in a post Cold War world that has often influenced the internal dynamics of nation-building.
Section Three moves the focus away from the nation to immigrant communities, especially those in the United States, Canada, and the
Caribbean. Diasporas throughout the world have challenged many theories about the nation, as crossing borders becomes the norm rather
the exception.
Approaching Jonathan EdwardsThe Evolution of a PersonaRoutledge
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